Animal Farm Revision
Take 5 quiz
1. What vision disturbs Macbeth at the banquet?
Challenge – What does this represent?
2. Which theory of Darwin’s is links to Jekyll and Hyde?
Challenge – Name the character linked to this theme
3. Which poem is set “far away in an ancient land?”
Challenge – Why does the poet use this setting?
4. Which character Animal Farm does this picture link to?
Challenge – Link them to context
5. Explain the meaning of “conversely”
Challenge – Use the word in a sentence

Recapping Plot and Key Moments
Starter
You have 4 minutes to write/draw everything you know about the plot
of Animal Farm.
GO!

Recapping Plot and Key Moments
Pair Task
Share your recap with your partner and write down any moments that
you may have missed.
You only have 3 minutes – GO!

Group Task

Resilience resources
- Each other
- Your books
- The text

In your groups, you are going to create a time line of the key events of
the text. You will need to include
- Key moments
- Quotes from key moments
- Links to context
- Pictures (THIS IS DONE LAST!)

Animal Farm Revision
Take 5 quiz
1. What is Macbeth’s fatal flaw??
Challenge – What is the Greek term for this?
2. Why are the two doors significant at the start?
Challenge – Which theme can this be linked to?
3. Which poem does this picture link to?
Challenge- What is the rhythm of the poem?
4. Which character is “ “
Challenge – Link them to context
5. What is Caesura?
Challenge – In which poem is it used?

Market Place
One member of the group stays in their place.
The rest of the group move around the room and fill out the chapter
summary sheet you have been given.
You must have ALL the info filled within 10 minutes.

Recapping Characters
Starter
Who are these people?
Which characters represent them in Animal Farm?

Life Under Stalin
Read the two extracts you have been given.
How do they
present life under
Stalin?
How is language
used to describe
Stalin’s leadership?
How do they link
to Animal Farm?

Because I want to retain my faith in human nature, I would like to
believe that Stalin and his henchmen were all clinically insane. Surely
people who wallow in blood - metaphorically when they order the
slaughter of seven million kulaks, and literally when they beat old
friends to death - must have lost the ability to distinguish between right
and wrong.
But the leaders of the interwar Soviet Union, for whom killing was an
instrument of policy, 'never discussed the Terror before [their] children
who lived in a world of lies'. The deceit and hypocrisy prove that they
could feel shame, if not guilt. Yet Stalin and those who served him
continued the policy of mass murder for almost 30 years, liquidating
everyone who was thought to stand in their way. And, for good measure,
they liquidated their enemies' wives and children, too.
The blood ran so thick and deep that it presents historians with a
problem. Reading Simon Sebag Montefiore's Stalin, it seems at first that
the author is preoccupied with accounts of murder. Sometimes he
generalises. In 1931, there was 'a war of extermination in the
countryside'. On other occasions, he is specific: '10 per cent of the
Georgian party were killed.' More precise still: 'On 29 July [Stalin]
signed another death list that included more of Yezor's protégés.'
From time to time, the account of horror is only an aside: 'Before he
turned wantonly to kill another of his friend's wives...' But that is how
Stalin lived. His story is, unavoidably, a tale of continual slaughter. He,
not Sebag Montefiore, is guilty of excess. There is violent death on
almost every page because that is the defining characteristic of life 'at the
Court of the Red Tsar'.
Some of the henchmen took pleasure in the butchery. Beria
'distinguished himself by personally performing the torture of Lakobas's
family, driving his widow mad by placing a snake in her cell and beating
her children to death'.
But Stalin seems motivated only by the desire to seize and hold on to
power. Of course he claimed to be driven forward by his passionate
belief in communism. When Lenin's widow tried to exploit her status, he
demanded to know if, 'because she used the same toilet' as the Father of
the Revolution, she imagined herself 'to understand Marxist-Leninism'.
Stalin understood it perfectly well. Sebag Montefiore leaves the reader in
no doubt that the monster had brains. But the philosophy - though
perhaps once genuinely respected - became a front. In the end, all he
wanted was power.

In your groups you have been given documents about Trotsky
and Nicolaus II, as well as an extract from Marx’s communist
manifesto.
Complete the table, explaining how the text links to a
character
Trotsky

Marx

Nicolaus

Does it link to the text at
all?

In what way do proletarians differ from slaves? The slave is sold
once and for all; the proletarian must sell himself daily and
hourly. The individual slave, property of one master, is assured
an existence, however miserable it may be, because of the
master’s interest. The individual proletarian, property as it
were of the entire bourgeois class which buys his labor only
when someone has need of it, has no secure existence. This
existence is assured only to the class as a whole. The slave is
outside competition; the proletarian is in it and experiences all
its vagaries. The slave counts as a thing, not as a member of
society. Thus, the slave can have a better existence than the
proletarian, while the proletarian belongs to a higher stage of
social development and, himself, stands on a higher social level
than the slave. The slave frees himself when, of all the relations
of private property, he abolishes only the relation of slavery
and thereby becomes a proletarian; the proletarian can free
himself only by abolishing private property in general.

Nicholas II’s official coronation in May 1896 occurred 18 months
after he became Tsar. But the event was overshadowed by
the Khodynka Tragedy, when over 1,300 people were killed and
another 1,300 injured in a human stampede.
The royal couple visited the wounded the following day and
promised generous compensation for the bereaved. However, on
the evening of the tragedy, they attended a ball at the French
Embassy which cost the Tsar his peoples’ sympathy and
contributed to his later nickname, ‘Nicholas the Bloody’.
The Tsar’s subsequent poor handling of Bloody Sunday also
contributed to his image as ruthless, uncaring and unsympathetic
to the needs of the people. Instead of engaging in a dialogue with
peaceful demonstrators, he left St Petersburg and allowed his
generals and the police to deploy troops and shoot unarmed
people.
In the time of the unrest and revolution in 1905, this nickname
became popular and was often repeated in the press. The
satirical magazine Pulemet (‘Machine Gun’) published on its
cover the October Manifesto with a large red print of a palm over
it.
Nicholas II was ruling over the vast unmodernised Empire, where
the tsar was often perceived by the masses as a symbol of
sacred and divine power and was referred to as ‘Little Father
Tsar’. This was rooted in the archaic ‘paternalistic model’ of ruling
where the tsar’s power was holy, universal and incontestable.
Nicholas indeed understood his role as an absolute monarch and
was unwilling and unable to adapt it to the rapidly changing and
modernising society. He became tsar with a reluctant sense of
duty rather than any great enthusiasm.
He did however, take his role seriously. In the questionnaire of the
first Russia Census in 1897, in the field ‘occupation’ Nicholas
wrote: ‘Owner of the Russia’. In the critical time of the 1905
revolution, Nicholas II was loath to agree to a representative form
of government because he considered it ‘harmful to the people
whom God has entrusted to his care’, and issuing the October
Manifesto was a painful decision for him.
Polite, attentive, reasonably intelligent, sentimental and lenient,
Nicholas often showed views of an old Russian landlord, rather
than a 20th century monarch. His mystical reverence to the power
entrusted in him prevented him from listening and following
advice of strong, pragmatic, bold and independently-minded
politicians and professionals, and instead surrounded himself with
people he ‘liked’ or ‘trusted’.

How did Trotsky become a key figure in the Bolshevik Revolution of 1917?
Trotsky felt vindicated by news of the Revolution in 1917, and returned to Russia, plunging once more into
practical revolutionary politics. Trotsky made common cause with the Bolsheviks, seeking to radicalise the
revolution further. He was arrested after the July Days, though and then released as part of Kerensky’s effort
to mobilise revolutionary workers against the Kornilov revolt.
In September Trotsky was again elected Chairman of the revived Petrograd Soviet. In this position he moved
quickly to organise a Military Revolutionary Committee, preparing armed insurrection against the Provisional
Government. He was the principal organiser of the Bolshevik uprising in October 1917.
What role did Trotsky play during the first years of the Soviet state?
Trotsky took on the role of the People’s Commissar for Foreign Affairs in the new government headed by
Lenin. Trotsky assumed there would be little to the job, famously saying that he would ‘issue a few
revolutionary proclamations to the people of the world then shut up shop’.
In the absence of a rapid international uprising, the new Soviet government was forced to seek a peace treaty
with the Central Powers. Trotsky oversaw the negotiations which led to the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk, taking a
position in-between Lenin’s desire for peace, and the plan to turn the conflict into a revolutionary war. Lenin
prevailed and peace was established at great cost.
Trotsky was then appointed to transform the Red Army from a disorganised group of volunteers into an
effective military machine. Commanding the Red Army from his iconic train, Trotsky became known for his
organisational ability, and for the strict discipline he expected of the revolutionary army. His leadership was a
crucial factor in the victory of the Reds over the Whites in the Russian Civil War.
Trotsky hoped to apply this discipline to the Soviet state generally – arguing for the ‘militarisation of labour’ to
aid Russia’s economic reconstruction. Trotsky played an important part in preserving Soviet power during its
precarious first years, though he was also in part responsible for the centralised, authoritarian apparatus
which would later be taken over by Stalin.

How did Trotsky lose power?
The period after the end of the Civil War saw heated debates within the Bolshevik leadership about all
aspects of Soviet policy, including the shift to the New Economic Policy (NEP), foreign relations and the
prospects for international revolution, and the potential sources of instability facing the government.
With Lenin’s death in 1924, the Communist Party (as the Bolsheviks now called themselves) lost its unifying
figurehead, and the party began to split into opposing factions.
As a leading figure of the so-called Left Opposition in the mid-1920s, Trotsky warned against the
bureaucratisation of the Soviet regime, and feared that the Stalinist policy of ‘socialism in one country’ would
mean abandoning the attempt to support world revolution.
Many leading Communists distrusted Trotsky, who had joined the party relatively late after being critical of
the Bolsheviks for many years. Trotsky was marked out by his personal arrogance, and disdained to act
decisively to secure his powerbase until it was too late. By 1926 Stalin’s hold on the Communist Party had
become unassailable and in 1927 Trotsky was expelled.
How did Trotsky die?
Trotsky was exiled to Soviet Central Asia, and then to Turkey in early 1929. Like Nicholas II a decade
before, Trotsky sought refuge in Britain, and was also rejected. After being hounded out of France and
Norway, Trotsky was granted asylum in Mexico in 1936.
Trotsky’s political agitation did not cease with his exile from the USSR. He sharpened his attacks on Stalin,
and sought to organise an international Left Opposition to continue the struggle.
In the 1930s Stalin’s Great Purges claimed the lives of many ‘Old Bolsheviks’ who had led the party in
Lenin’s time. During the Moscow Trials (1936–38), many of the defendants spuriously confessed to being
part of a joint Trotskyist-Nazi plot against the USSR, and were executed.
After surviving previous assassination attempts, Trotsky himself was killed by a Stalinist agent in August
1940.

Animal Farm Revision

Take 5 quiz
1. Why does Macduff decide to join the fight?
Challenge – Which bird does he call his
children?
2. What does Lanyon call Jekyll’s experiments?
Challenge – Which theory does this link to?
3. Link this picture to a poem we have studied.
4. What is needed for an independent main clause?
Challenge - What is a subordinate clause?
5. Moses talks about where?
Challenge – What does he represent?

Themes in Animal Farm

Home and Away
In your groups you are going
to look at the following
themes.
- Hopes and dreams
- Lies and deceit
- Power and control
- Equality

You are each going to look at an theme
individually.
You will then move to groups to explore
this theme, before returning to your
groups to teach each other what you
have learnt.

Away
In your away groups, investigate how the text explores your chosen
theme.
Each individual should look at one of
- Context
- Plot points
- Characters
- Key quotes

Theme:
Characters linked to theme. Plot points linked to
theme.

Quotes related to the
theme.

How it links to context.

Back Home
In your away groups, investigate how the text explores your chosen
theme.
Each individual should look at one of
- Context
- Plot points
- Characters
- Key quotes

Equality

Lies and Deceit

Power and control

Hopes and Dreams

Animal Farm Revision
Take 5 quiz
1. What is Macbeth’s fatal flaw??
Challenge – What is the Greek term for this?
2. Why are the two doors significant at the start?
Challenge – Which theme can this be linked to?
3. Which poem does this picture link to?
Challenge- What is the rhythm of the poem?
4. Which character is “ “
Challenge – Link them to context
5. What is Caesura?
Challenge – In which poem is it used?

Starter: Concrete and Abstract Questioning
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

What characters are in the picture?
What is the man holding?
How is the man behaving?
How could the man be feeling?
How are the animals behaving?
How could the animals be feeling?
Why may the animals be feeling this way?
What might be the relationships between
the animals and the man?
What might be influencing the behaviour
and relationship between the animals?
How could you apply this picture to your
life?

Challenge: Can you link this
picture to any of the key
themes? Can you
remember/find a quote that is
linked to this picture?

Propaganda and Fear: Control in Animal Farm
Starter – Pair Task
You have 3 MINUTES!
Compile a list of all the ways Orwell shows “control” in Animal Farm.
Think about
- How does Jones control the animals?
- How do the pigs control the animals?

Fear as a tool of Control
Questions to discuss:
Can fear be a form of Propaganda?
Why may governments use fear to control the population?
Do you think fear is an effective tool for controlling the people?
Why is Fear important in Animal Farm?

Extract from “Beasts of England”
What are the
Animals saying
about control?

Rings shall vanish from our noses,
And the harness from our back,
Bit and spur shall rust forever,
Cruel whips no more shall crack.

What are the wider
connotations of these
words?

How do the
humans control
their animals?

In what way do proletarians differ from slaves? The slave is
sold once and for all; the proletarian must sell himself daily and
hourly. The individual slave, property of one master, is assured
an existence, however miserable it may be, because of the
master’s interest. The individual proletarian, property as it
were of the entire bourgeois class which buys his labor only
when someone has need of it, has no secure existence. This
existence is assured only to the class as a whole. The slave is
outside competition; the proletarian is in it and experiences all
its vagaries. The slave counts as a thing, not as a member of
society. Thus, the slave can have a better existence than the
proletarian, while the proletarian belongs to a higher stage of
social development and, himself, stands on a higher social level
than the slave. The slave frees himself when, of all the relations
of private property, he abolishes only the relation of slavery
and thereby becomes a proletarian; the proletarian can free
himself only by abolishing private property in general.

For the first few minutes the animals could hardly
believe in their good fortune. Their first act was to
gallop in a body right round the boundaries of the
farm, as though to make quite sure that no human
being was hiding anywhere upon it; then they raced
back to the farm buildings to wipe out the last traces
of Jones’s hated reign. The harness-room at the end
of the stables was broken open; the bits, the noserings, the dog-chains, the cruel knives with which Mr.
Jones had been used to castrate the pigs and lambs,
were all flung down the well. The reins, the halters,
the blinkers, the degrading nosebags, were thrown on
to the rubbish fire which was burning in the yard. So
were the whips. All the animals capered with joy
when they saw the whips going up in flames.
Snowball also threw on to the fire the ribbons with
which the horses’ manes and tails had usually been
decorated on market days.

Where is this extract
from?

How does it link to
Control?

Explain the significance of
this sentence. (Think about
the sentence structure)

How is fear presented
in this extract?
Silent and terrified, the animals crept back into the barn. In a moment the dogs came bounding
back. At first no one had been able to imagine where these creatures came from, but the problem
was soon solved: they were the puppies whom Napoleon had taken away from their mothers and
reared privately. Though not yet full-grown, they were huge dogs, and as fierce-looking as wolves.
They kept close to Napoleon. It was noticed that they wagged their tails to him in the same way as
the other dogs had been used to do to Mr. Jones.
Napoleon, with the dogs following him, now mounted on to the raised portion of the floor where
Major had previously stood to deliver his speech. He announced that from now on the Sundaymorning Meetings would come to an end. They were unnecessary, he said, and wasted time. In
future all questions relating to the working of the farm would be settled by a special committee of
pigs, presided over by himself. These would meet in
private and afterwards communicate their decisions to the others. The animals would still
assemble on Sunday mornings to salute the flag, sing 'Beasts of England', and receive their orders
for the week; but there would be no more debates.
In spite of the shock that Snowball's expulsion had given them, the animals were dismayed by this
announcement. Several of them would have protested if they could have found the right
arguments. Even Boxer was vaguely troubled. He set his ears back, shook his forelock several
times, and tried hard to marshal his thoughts; but in the end he could not think of anything to say.
Some of the pigs themselves, however, were more articulate. Four young porkers in the front row
uttered shrill squeals of disapproval, and all four of them sprang to their feet and began speaking
at once. But suddenly the dogs sitting round Napoleon let out deep, menacing growls, and the
pigs fell silent and sat down again. Then the sheep broke out into a tremendous bleating of "Four
legs good, two legs bad!" which went on for nearly a quarter of an hour and put an end to any
chance of discussion.

How is Napoleon using
fear in this extract?
Can you make any
explicit links to
context?

The three hens who had been the ringleaders in
the attempted rebellion over the eggs now came
forward and stated that Snowball had appeared
to them in a dream and incited them to disobey
Napoleon’s orders. They, too, were slaughtered.
Then a goose came forward and confessed to
having secreted six ears of corn during the last
year’s harvest and eaten them in the night. Then
a sheep confessed to having urinated in the
drinking pool — urged to do this, so she said, by
Snowball — and two other sheep confessed to
having murdered an old ram, an especially
devoted follower of Napoleon, by chasing him
round and round a bonfire when he was
suffering from a cough. They were all slain on
the spot. And so the tale of confessions and
executions went on, until there was a pile of
corpses lying before Napoleon’s feet and the air
was heavy with the smell of blood, which had
been unknown there since the expulsion of
Jones.

Why are the animals killed?
(Think of the deeper meaning)
How is language used to
present the chaos of the
bloodshed?
What is Orwell REALLY talking
about?

Propaganda 2: Lies, Slogans and Fear
As you enter

How do these images link to
Animal Farm?

Trump Vs Squealer
How can we compare
Donald Trump to Squealer?
Why is this speech
“successful”

https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=1uICYzyOkJQ

Step 1
Creating a common enemy….
Why are images such as
these so evocative?
What is the purpose of
these images?
How do these link to
AF?

Creating a common enemy….
Who are the common
enemies in Animal Farm?
How are common
enemies established and
maintained throughout
the novella?

Pair Task
Why are common
enemies important to
the pigs?

Step 2

Half (barely) truths

How do these ideas link to Animal Farm
Think! What do they say the windmill is
for?
How does Squealer use misinformation
as a tool for propaganda?
How else does Squealer use false facts in
order to control the other animals?

“Surely you don’t want Jones back?”
Link this to an earlier idea.

Step 3

Maxims

Why are maxims important for
consolidating/establishing control?
How are slogans used for effect in
Animal Farm?
Can you link this idea to context?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wu4A8hkVec4

Create your own
Create your own campaign poster for Napoleon.
You must use all methods from today’s lesson.

Animalism: Equality in Animal Farm
As you enter
What would you include in your perfect society?

LO: To explain how equality is presented in Animal Farm
To link ideas to context
To analyse methods used to present equality

Thinking question:
Do we live in an equal society today?

Thinking question:
COULD we EVER live in an equal society?

In what way do proletarians differ from slaves? The slave is
sold once and for all; the proletarian must sell himself daily and
hourly. The individual slave, property of one master, is assured
an existence, however miserable it may be, because of the
master’s interest. The individual proletarian, property as it
were of the entire bourgeois class which buys his labor only
when someone has need of it, has no secure existence. This
existence is assured only to the class as a whole. The slave is
outside competition; the proletarian is in it and experiences all
its vagaries. The slave counts as a thing, not as a member of
society. Thus, the slave can have a better existence than the
proletarian, while the proletarian belongs to a higher stage of
social development and, himself, stands on a higher social level
than the slave. The slave frees himself when, of all the relations
of private property, he abolishes only the relation of slavery
and thereby becomes a proletarian; the proletarian can free
himself only by abolishing private property in general.

Old Major’s hopes
What ideas of Equality does Orwell present in
Major’s speech? (AO1)
How does Orwell use Old Major present his ideas
about equality in his speech? (AO2)
Are his ideals just that? Or are they realistic?
Can you link your thoughts back to Marx? (AO3)

Equality in Animal Farm
Pair Task
Plot an “Equality graph”

Equality in Animal Farm
12

10

10

Think about when there
is greatest equality
amongst the animals
and when there is the
least.
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3.5
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2
1

Label any key moments

0
Chapter 1

Chatper 10
Equality

Column2

Column3

Equality throughout the
text….
Thinking about your graph…..
What happens to equality throughout the
novella?
How does Orwell develop his ideas on
Equality/Inequality?
Are there any moments you think are key
to the development of this theme?

Think about ……
•
•
•
•

The seven commandments
Distribution of labour
Snowball’s “committees”
Napoleons rise as a dictator

Author’s Intentions
Taking on board everything discussed today AND your
knowledge from the text….
Write a paragraph outlining what YOU think Orwell’s
intentions were when writing about equality in Animal
Farm

